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Impulse Fitness Vertical Leg Press (IFP1613)  
 

The new Impulse IFP range of fitness
equipment with single stations for discs is
specially designed for economic use in
small fitness clubs, hotels, clubs and the
like. These machines are characterized by
functionality, easy maintenance and
original design. They are designed to
ensure comfortable strengthening while
saving space.

 CHF 1'249.00  
      

      

Equipment:

the Vertical Leg Press is a special device for strengthening specific leg muscle groups with high
intensity. The device offers the possibility to train the muscles of the buttocks and calves
sturdy, high quality steel construction
disc supports for 51mm discs
certified according to EN-20957-1 (class S) - for professional use
multi-stage locking system for multiple start positions
for user sizes from 155-195cm
excellent back and shoulder support with comfortable padding
wide platform with textured surface
handles on the bottom make it easy to get on and off the platform
patented and ergonomic design with urethane coating on the handles
with high-strength barbell tube protective cover made of technical plastic
4 disc supports (50mm) for storing the weight discs (load capacity per disc support approx.
100kg)
the double powder coating technology of the sandblasted metal frame significantly improves the
adhesion of the metal to the paint and provides a high quality and abrasion resistant coating

Use: home use to light commercial use, payload disc support: approx. 2 x 100kg and 1 x 150kg (total
350kg), payload storage: 4 x approx. 100kg, payload user: approx. 150kg
Unit dimensions: L166 x W122 x H171cm, weight 110,4kg
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Option: discs
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excluding consumables)
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